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Abstract
One context for the papers arising from INTECOL VII in this special issue is the debate over the social construction of science. Some fear that advocates for the social or cultural construction of ecology will undermine attempts to defend nature. But resources are made available in a mediating position of social ‘construal’, particularly alerting ecologists to the social and ethical dimensions of the conducting of their work. When speaking, ecologists will use living and dead metaphors and these carry connotations which in turn raise ethical questions. Different political interest groups may use a word like biodiversity for different ethical purposes. The position of any one speaker is limited, and so greater knowledge is achieved if scientists listen to the situated knowledges of other, diverse people. Even Nature herself, or creatures, may have aspects of personhood. The good ecologist will listen with empathy as a naturalist to what is being said, giving Nature the respect she deserves. These are some of the ethical implications in the very doing of ecology.
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Ethics and Science
Many scientists accept with ease that ethical questions may follow on from their work. Classically, the discoveries of nuclear physicists could be used to make bombs or power stations; the ethics lie in the choice of application not in the science itself, the argument goes. Similarly a knowledge of insect population dynamics might be used to support the population of a threatened species or to eliminate that of a pest, both presumed to be moral applications. Somewhat more contentious, but still widely accepted, is the notion that ethics also comes before science: what questions should be asked, what research funded? How ethical is it for ecologists to explore mitigation of, rather than opposition to, destructive developments would be an example of this.
But, “Nowadays, scientists have always to consider themselves as agents, not merely observers, and ask about the moral significance of the actions that comprise even the very doing of science.” (Toulmin 1982:256)
This paper begins with a preliminary account of the tensions between those who see science as describing the real world and those who see the results of science as a cultural construct. This will open up room for ethics within ecology, for the more it is realised that science is a social activity, the easier it is to debate the morality of its activities. Then two examples are explored of ethics within the doing of science. What are some of the ethical issues when ecologists speak, and how ought they to listen?
Realists confront social constructionists
To conservationists it may be startling, but in the social sciences it has become a commonplace that nature is socially constructed. “Even nature, postmodernism might point out, doesn’t grow on trees,” (Hutcheon, 1989:2). No wonder Soper (1995) sees a confrontation between ecologists, who assert the independent reality of nature, and postmodernists, who dismiss it as mere cultural construction. If the latter are right there would be no point in avoiding or preparing for ecological catastrophe as it would be just a conjured threat (Benton, 1994:46). And there is a further argument that if physical nature is already constructed by human cultures it hardly matters if it is altered further by our current culture, even out of all recognition. No wonder vigorous reactions have been provoked from the likes of Soulé (1995), Callicott (1996), and Rolston (1997). Rolston argues that this “epistemic crisis is as troubling as the environmental crisis, and one must be fixed before the other can,” or else, “if describing nature is an illusion, prescribing duties toward nature is an illusion on illusion, nonsense on stilts” (ibid.:59 & :41). Rolston (in this issue) gives an overview of environmental ethics, setting out his own case for the real existence of entities such as ecosystems and for their intrinsic value this makes possible.
And yet perhaps social  construction is not all bad news. Its analysis of the construction of meaning has alerted environmentalists to the important role culture plays in both defining and solving environmental problems (Raglon and Scholtmeijer, 1996:36) and so the room for ethics in both. Not that environmentalists are immune from the criticism of social-constructionists. Even their label, admittedly affixed as much by opponents as advocates, betrays the same mortal split between humans and nature as does Modernism, Capitalism, and all things environmentally evil – or so, among many, argues Borgmann (1995:35): “This view of the world is in the thrall of the modern project”. This rejection of the dualistic contrast of nature and culture is typical of postmodern attempts to overthrow the dominating, unjust forces of the present order. Their criticism of environmentalism is that it may have betrayed its cause by accepting this dualism.
Neither need we panic that social construction precludes ethics. As Immanuel Kant showed, one does not have to have access to the noumenal (things-in-themselves) to construct an ethic. The same transcendental move that he used in The Critique of Pure Reason in 1781 to establish the time/space character of the phenomenal (things-as-they-appear) he also used in The Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Ethics of 1785 to maintain his categorical imperative: briefly, the condition (though itself contingent) of human existence has necessary implications, one of which is that the human moral sense implies universal morality. In this way Kant argued that it was not necessary to defend an absolute realism to sustain ethics. Alternative, non-Kantian, ways are on offer too. So Marx offered the idea of the mutual construction of worker and work with the subsequent judgement that the “exploitation of the worker is simultaneously the exploitation of the soil” (quoted in Fitzsimmons, 1989:114). The ‘worker’ not only constructs concepts of the natural world but also constructs a physical world of woods and fields and nature reserves. This is so interwoven that it makes little sense to apportion the natural and the cultural. But this goes on to raise the question, and it is an ethical one, what are the technologies that will foster the nature we want to exist (Bird, 1987:261)? Here there is no Nature to provide authoritative evaluations of our actions and the nature that results, but there can still be a social and moral judgement of the relationships among people and nature. So if nature is a social construct it does not have to follow that anything goes (Smith, 1988).
But what nonsense is this, many readers will ask, why need we concern ourselves with it? The knowledge gained by science appears obviously the way the world is. Scientists don’t labour all their lives over an illusion. The description of the physical world by science must be reliable otherwise technology would not be the success it has proved to be. This is a caricature. Few scientists would defend naïve realism as defined by Soskice (1985:118), that models provide a description of how things are in themselves and that hidden entities are of the same kind as observable entities. But there is a related spell of naivety woven over us. Science creates “bodies of knowledge so persuasive as to seem unrhetorical – to seem, simply, the way the world is” (Gross, 1990:206). In other words, the account of the world given to us by science seems unquestionable, just obviously right. However, we do not notice that whatever facts of nature there might be, they gain their meaning and power only in the social setting of our common life. And in this setting science achieves meaning and power by the normal transactions of societies as much as by whatever accuracy of its account is philosophically possible. These include rhetoric (or language more generally, ‘speaking’), the edifices of world views into which new knowledge is fitted (‘listening’), and the nature and relations of scientific institutions. A most effective spell is worked by social power. It is the concentration of power over scientific research and technology in largely inaccessible institutions that “gives the appearance that science and technology are autonomous, all-determining forces shaping society” (Benton, 1994:36), because, for the ordinary citizen or subject, effectively they are autonomous and all determining!
There is hope, though, that the spell of naivety can be broken and we can realise that the story science tells is not unproblematic, that there is room for ethical critique. We can begin to detect the rhetorical moves that make the scientific account so realistic (and metaphor is one we shall look at in detail) and to identify the powerful players that stand behind science (those behind ‘biodiversity’ form one example examined later). The social status quo established by the forces of economics and science is unstable. In science new ideas proliferate and this proliferation undermines science’s own prior assumptions and established paradigms. As we learn how the accepted truths of one generation of ecologists have gone out of fashion with the next, e.g. Clementsian organicism, so we become sceptical about the absolute nature of today’s ruling conceptions, e.g. disequelibrium ecology. Economically, capitalism discovers its ‘Second Contradiction’. This is James O’Connor’s term for the way capitalism depends on growth for its survival, to ease unemployment and to satisfy investors, but growth puts pressure on the environment through waste and the consumption of resources. So growth is only possible if new patterns of production, consumption, and organisation are developed. This, then is one major factor that keeps tipping the world’s major economic structures into new forms (one example is the incorporation of biodiversity into natural capital, described below), so that ‘the way the world is’ seems no longer inevitable to those who notice these changes (O’Connor is reported in Gare (1995:83)).
The social construal of reality
Is there some mediating position between realism and social constructivism that biologists might accept? Perhaps that there is something out there which impinges on us, but we can only conceptualise it in language, which is a cultural construct? Responding to the protests of biologists prone to naïve realism, the anthropologist Mary Douglas (1995:264) proposed the word ‘construal’ to replace ‘construction’ as less easily denied; it is also more consensual and, perhaps, accurate. As evidence of the social construal of nature consider the attempt to label a piece of land with trees growing on it using the English language. The choice is between two generic terms, ‘wood’ and ‘forest’. Both are highly socially embedded terms. Woods historically are for the harvesting of wood for tools and fuel using a coppice rotation. They are small, close to habitation, evocative of the traditional English countryside. Forests were large areas set aside for hunting by the king. They have an element of the wild and regal about them as a result, but the trees will have been left to grow tall and so are identified as timber and useful for building materials and industry. Neither term can be separated from its social context and both construe the plot with trees in different ways, but the trees are still there whatever word is chosen. Of course, the situation is complex. Take a nature reserve as an example (Cooper, in this issue): a culture takes a view on how to construe nature, perhaps as a set of different types of entities (species); members of the culture then physically construct a nature reserve, at least its boundaries, and manage it. But this social construction does not mean that risks have not changed; one is more likely to be bitten by an insect in the reserve and less likely to be run over by a car there than in a city; that is, there are still real things out there, insects and cars, that we have to respect.
Arguments remain among realists over the closeness of the reality to its conception. Scientists are likely to be attracted to the relatively confident position of Bhaskar’s critical realism (1978). Here there is real progress in science, using arguments such as Popper’s falsification principle (1959), the cultural conception approaches reality ever more closely. Others are more diffident. Hayles (1995:53), for example, outlines her theory of ‘constrained constructivism’. The most we can claim, she says, is that our conceptions are consistent with our interactions with ‘the flux’ (almost Kant’s noumenon), emphasising that the consistency is only with the interaction and not with ‘the flux in itself’. She retains a Popperian falsification but sets a divide between the interaction and ‘the flux’, a divide that we can never cross (again, rather like Kant). Lease (1995:5) is equally pessimistic about our knowledge, “Our many representations of nature and human are, in other words, always and ultimately failures… We and our world may be real, but intelligible access to that reality is constructed and produced and ultimately incomplete.” It should be no surprise that Lease immediately continues by raising ethics and politics, “Yet we need to form judgements about these constructions; otherwise we would not be able to tell our stories. This, in turn, underlines the role of power in the contestations over what gets to count in any ruling narrative, and who gets to tell it.” As soon as we acknowledge any form of social construal of either an immediately accessible or an ultimately remote nature, political and ethical judgements have to be made about these construals as well as judgements of the accuracy of their referral to the flux as it is (Shrader-Frechette and McCoy, 1993). And perhaps the notion of referral is itself part of the problem, distancing as it does human conceptions of nature from nature itself. This is what Stephen Toulmin alerted us to in the leading quotation. It is the aim of this special issue to illuminate some of these judgements that go beyond the epistemic values of science. Many of the papers raise Lease’s point of “who gets to tell the story?” but let us attend first to language. For, as Toulmin says, “Far from being purely ‘factual’ in their content, many of our central biological concepts [and he is particularly considering ecology here] are also by implication ethical concepts” (1982:267). To tease out the ethical in ecological concepts, two examples of catechresis are examined, metaphors and a neologism.
Speaking
Metaphor
In a science such as ecology we are always needing new terms for new things. The development of a science is also the development of a scientific language, consider the increasing size of scientific dictionaries. Among the ways in which new terms are generated (catechresis) is the application of metaphors. Metaphors build up knowledge as well as language, for understanding can be considered to be the process of relating one thing to another, of borrowing thoughts from one sphere for use in another and returning the compliment. Constantly in ecology we are using metaphors derived from human life and applying them to the natural world, e.g. population. Then the ecological use of the word affects the word in its original context, so that a human population now has less of the sense of mob and more of a numerical meaning. The use of metaphor is inescapable. Reid, perhaps with advocates of the metaphor of ecosystem health in mind, complains, “Ecologists seem to be bent on exhausting every possible mechanical and medical metaphor before recognizing the unique nature of ecological systems” (1996:449). Nature is unique, but notice Reid is unable to express this without using another metaphor, that of ‘systems’. And Haila (1986) has shown how Robert McArthur and E.O.Wilson, thinking they had left mere metaphor behind to produce ‘pure science’ with their theory of island biogeography, could not escape relying on mechanistic metaphors of causation, determinism, and corpuscular matter.
Janet Martin Soskice has developed the seminal work of Max Black in the 1960s on the understanding of metaphor. She defines metaphor as “a speaking of one thing in terms which are seen as suggestive of another” (1985:49). This is closely related to the use of scientific models where “we regard one thing or state of affairs in terms of another” (ibid.:50). Crudely the difference is that in a model there is an explicit comparison, but being explicit means that we are rarely misled into thinking the model is identical to the reality it models. So a mathematical model of population growth, for example, may include the term x to represent new animals but no one will reduce the wonder of animal births to a mere x. Whereas, in a metaphor the comparison is suggestive and harder to spot. So calling a group of animals a ‘population’ is suggestive of human society but the implications of this suggestion may not be immediately obvious. The scientific power of metaphor is that each metaphor is suggestive of a model, which in turn suggests possible new insights which can be developed and investigated. It is this capacity to suggest models, enabling us to ‘go on’ (ibid.:51), i.e. to further develop our science, which gives metaphors their richness. Continuing with our example, metaphor ‘population’ suggests model ‘human population’ which suggests the possibility of ‘population self-regulation’ among animals (a suggestion now largely abandoned, of course) as may be attempted in human governance. Metaphors that suggest models in this way are called ‘theory-constitutive metaphors’; applications of terms from the model back onto the original state of affairs are ‘metaphorically constituted theory terms’ (ibid.:102); in the first the metaphor generates the theory, in the second the theory generates the metaphor. Although derivative, the latter have the power to naturalise the model, to make it transparent, increasing the application of the model but reducing our capacity to question its appropriateness. An example might be the metaphor of health for ecosystems that leads to talking about iatrogenic disease in ecosystems (i.e. problems caused, not solved, by well-meaning interference), thereby reinforcing the persuasiveness of the health metaphor. As such a set of metaphors becomes part of our language through frequent use, so it also becomes part of the way in which we interpret the world.
The initial choice of metaphor, then, will have far reaching implications. “In almost all areas of abstract thought (mathematics might be an exception but even that seems doubtful), the very frames within which we work are given by metaphors which function in structuring not only what sort of answers we get, but what kind of questions we ask” (ibid.:63). The implications of one metaphor are very different from those of another. And every metaphor carries a cloud of associations from its prior use to apply to the new situation. This is what gives them their usefulness, enabling us to ‘go on’. But with the connotations we want come clouds of others which may be appropriate in the original setting of the word but are not in the new. Every ecological idea has this baggage attached to the metaphors it uses. Further, the metaphors available for application in ecology are restricted to those that can be derived from the current culture, and those that arise from the dominant patterns of thinking will be coined more easily. In these ways metaphors inevitably bring culture, and the dominant culture at that, into science.
Metaphors in ecology
How does this apply in ecology? It is frequently reported that in the twentieth century ecology has been dominated by two or more master metaphors: e.g. the organicist, the mechanical (or systems), and the stochastic (Simberloff, 1980). In this example there is evidence for metaphors generating ideas and questions; G.E.Hutchinson, for example, wrote, “If… the community is an organism, it should be possible to study its metabolism.” (quoted in Taylor, 1988:218) justifying the tradition since German workers in the nineteenth century of the physiological approach to ecology. Different metaphors have different implications; “When either nature or society was viewed as an organism, the scientist’s role was to describe and classify the natural order and the natural mechanisms of integration… [Systems, in contrast,] were constructs in which scientists could intervene and exert control” (Taylor, 1988:237). And Taylor also points out that these different metaphors had different applications back to the world of society, so that organicism tended to be the discourse of those at the ‘head’ of society while the idea of systems was favoured by technocrats anxious to nominate engineers (themselves) to build and manage the new industrial society. As Simberloff warns, “one ought always to recognize the strength with which a basic philosophy, even an economic one, structures our perception of apparently unrelated phenomena” (1980:28). So the changing fashions for different metaphors in ecology are patterned on the changes in society. Kwa (1993) argues that the ecosystem models of the 1950s and 60s fell out of favour at the same time as did econometric models, which also took a systems approach. Worster (1994b) proposes that the current emphasis on disequilibrium and disturbance is a manifestation of the logic of late capitalism, with its instabilities of rapid global capital movements. Keddy (1990) suspects that the study of mutualism is relatively ignored by comparison to competition and predation as we project cultural biases on nature. It is worth noting that when metaphors from human society are applied to nature, it is often in their idealised form. As Callicott has pointed out (1996) over the modern version of the Clements v. Gleason controversy, human communities change over time and do not come and go as units, nor are they largely altruistic, but that does not mean that there is no such thing as community as deconstructive ecology represents. Curry (in this issue) teases out the notion of community further, while Norton (in this issue) reflects on the view of nature as process and its interaction with ethics.
The mechanical metaphor, or ‘mechanical philosophy’ as it was known in the seventeenth century, is particularly constitutive of science. As Haila (1986:382) explains, “Newtonian physics is based on Newtonian metaphysics.” Modern science often shares the same picturing of the world as a machine as did those founders: “I have described the earth, and all the visible world, as if it were a machine,” Descartes (principle 188 in Principles of Philosophy, 1644). It is easy to forget the ‘as if it were’. Apart from familiarity taking it for granted, there are some major payoffs in seeing the earth in this way. Abram (1991:68) has spelt out how if the earth is a machine it must have been made by a being like us, and presumably for us, and so it falls to us to figure out how it works and how to use it for our purposes. Today physicists can speak of participatory or even mystical modes of awareness, but their sub-atomic objects are not part of our immediate experience; not so for biologists and ecologists. We deal with the world that is in daily use so we are in a much more precarious position politically. If ecologists readily acknowledged their rapport with the insects or forests they studied it would directly jeopardise our assumed human privilege, that of using living beings as machines (ibid.:72). There are implications for scientific methodology as well as for the application of science in the metaphor of the machine. “The mechanical model of the world entails a mentalistic epistemology” (ibid.:71). Where there is a machine it lies in a subordinate world apart from the human mind. To control it the mind will have recourse to the design plan, an ideal mental image, to determine how to intervene purposefully in the machine’s world of space and time. The mental image that is built up is separate from the machine that is manipulated and this raises the whole epistemological problem of modernism – how are the two related? How can our mental knowledge really refer to the machine out there? Change the mechanical metaphor and the problem vanishes (no doubt to be replaced by new ones), along with many contradictions between mechanistic ecological models and ecological realism (Haila, 1986:383, particularly cites population theory). Once the metaphor is dropped there is room for the participatory knowledge that we are familiar with from everyday life, ‘listening’.
Dead metaphors
These examples are all live metaphors, vigorously debated. Equally fascinating are ‘dead metaphors’ which have become commonplace and their initial web of implication has become lost or difficult to recall (Soskice, 1985:73). But the descent from consciousness of the entailments of these dead metaphors is not an erosion but an enlargement of their power; the unacknowledged is not available for debate and contestation. “It may sometimes seem to us that dead metaphor has brought into our language, and into our habits of thought, a structuring of experience of which we are for the most part unaware… It is the hidden or unacknowledged models they suggest which sometimes disturb us over dead metaphor” (ibid.:74). Soskice criticises as extreme Lakoff and Johnson’s claim (1980) that metaphor forms the implicit and unrecognised structure of most human life, but we must surely remain vigilant over those metaphors that are playing dead. As an example, the word ‘environment’ appears to be a dead metaphor, just a dull, matter-of-fact term, and yet it carries all sorts of suspicious entailments. Consider the shift of use from ‘an environment’ (of an individual) to ‘the environment’ – apparently of nothing in particular, but actually of something very particular, that is the whole human project – or rather the hijacked version of that project of the modern economic world. Under the term ‘environment’ nature is no longer denoted as an entity with its own agency, a source of life and discourse (Escobar, 1996:52). And individual living beings within nature, animals and humans alike, are stripped of their own environments and become components of the modern project’s totalitarian ‘the environment’; they have become depersonalised resources and constraints. And how unwise, when we are not in control, to use the language of ‘environment’ that brings the vast unknown into the frame of self-reference with its implication of potentially successful management (Grove White, 1992).
‘Biodiversity’: a neologism
Another word that has surreptitiously brought living beings under the head of resources has been ‘biodiversity’. And, by the way, how fortunate for environmentalists that when disequilibrium ecology was undermining the appeal political ecology had made to the balance of nature (and Callicott (1996:353 f.) expresses this betrayal, “With scientific friends like Soulé, nature doesn’t need any humanistic enemies” (referring to Soulé’s espousal of disequilibrium ecology alongside his confrontation with postmodernism)), how fortunate that ‘biodiversity’ was discovered and became a rallying call above all others (Worster, 1994a:417 f.)! Not so much a metaphor, ‘biodiversity’ is a neologism, but one that insinuates itself amongst a set of other terms that are already normatively loaded: nature, wilderness, environment. Takacs (1996) gives an account of how E.O.Wilson’s ‘rain forest mafia’ coined and promoted the term (Wilson himself was reluctant at first). Here were biologists deliberately acting to shape our social construction of nature (ibid.:105), “conservation biologists have, in a sense, created ‘the biodiversity crisis’” (ibid.:111). Despite the intrinsic uncertainty to science of the rate of loss of species not yet known to science, they generated a sense of crisis by using words such as ‘catastrophe’ and making comparison with the dinosaurs (Hannigan, 1995:155). This language was at home in the new dynamic ecology with its concern for disturbance patterns. The term was further helped along its way by its institutionalisation in the Convention on Biodiversity signed at Rio in 1992 (Harper and Hawksworth, 1995). Did these ecologists predict the word’s successful career? They certainly exemplified Rorty’s maxim, “A talent for speaking differently, rather than for arguing well, is the chief instrument of cultural change” (1979:352).
But is this all good news? A qualified supporter like Takacs still suggests that by using ‘biodiversity’ biologists perpetuate the relegation of nature to human control; they also exert social control, dictating where and how people may or may not live, particularly in poor rural areas of the developing world; and they have tried to cast a resource net for themselves, to redress the imbalance of field biology against molecular biology (1996:110, 113). Part of the success of the term lies in its vagueness that makes it susceptible to a number of interpretations and re-applications (Guyer and Richards, 1996:7), each with its own ethical stance. For a scientist to use the word ‘biodiversity’ isn’t unproblematic – sadly, considering its popularity. Just how slippery is ‘biodiversity’ was evinced by a notorious remark of Britain’s Deputy Prime Minister and Environment Minister, John Prescott, that he didn’t know what biodiversity meant. Although taken as evidence of incompetence, is it really evidence for multiple, conflicting appropriations of the word? For ecologists there are well recognised definitions involving diversity at ecosystem, species and genetic levels, though none of the more subtle ones are strictly measurable. But for the wider world, the word has different uses and connotations depending on the user. Ted Benton, in an oral paper delivered in 1995, has associated specific versions of the concept and associated them with identifiable economic and political interests. This is evidence in itself of biodiversity’s cultural construction despite the diversity of life forms that exits, in his view, quite independently of our discursive representations. He lists: (a) academic scientists who coined the word to name their raison d’être (b) international social movement organisations, e.g. Friends of the Earth, who highlight showy animals or habitat loss to criticise the economic establishment (c) biotechnology industries who see genetic diversity in the Third World as the basis for future capital accumulation (d) agribusiness, fearing vulnerability of uniform crops to pandemics, wishing to reverse the reduction in crop diversity (e) Third World governments who are keen to use their biodiversity as a bargaining counter to gain technological transfer and inward investment, and (f) the United Nations and other agencies in the intersecting politics of global environmental change. All these interests are represented by sufficiently powerful actors to be involved in constructing the biodiversity agenda and so also the varied meanings of the word. But Benton points out that other significant interests are largely under-represented and so ignored, indigenous hunter-gatherers and traditional agriculturalists in particular, as well as non-human nature. Escobar has pointed out that the discourse of ‘biodiversity’ has the effect of bringing these marginal groups within the ambit of modernism – though, naturally, on modernism’s own terms of utility. Thus nature becomes ‘biodiversity reserves’, local communities are recognised as ‘owners’ (of what’s left of their homelands) so long as they treat their territory as natural capital, and their local knowledge becomes ‘intellectual property’, objects that can be traded, rather than an integral part of the web of their complex cultures (Escobar, 1996:57). In this new form of economics, nature is no longer external and limitlessly exploitable. It is incorporated into capital, hence the term ‘natural capital’, leading to a conservationist tendency and a provisional overcoming of O’Connor’s Second Contradiction of Capitalism (see above). But all this is at the expense of an even deeper cultural domination of nature, right down to the genes (Ibid.:47). Well! Is this an over-reading of the entailments of ‘biodiversity’? It is certainly one of the wares on offer in the market place of thought. With all these contending voices, what is the scientist to do? Step 1: listen, before you speak.
Listening
There are some fascinating differences between seeing and hearing.
Listening : Speaking :: Looking : to what? – Signing? but this seems strained. When 
we look out onto the world it appears distant and lifeless. We see only the appearance of things-past. The eye expects to divide the relatively static visual field into objects, the ear interprets the music of sound as a sequence of activities. Although we know that light rays travel from objects to our eyes, our sense is that we actively look ‘at’ objects, interrogating them with our gaze. The initiative, the thrust, the life all lie with the observer. The eye is focussed on what it is attending to, the ear is besieged from all quarters (though the ear can be trained to select specific sounds as in music). In hearing the initiative and thrust are taken by the other party, which in so doing demonstrates its vitality and activity. Their inwardness strikes us and we become subjects of their communication. As listeners we are directly aware of the individual distinctiveness of persons about us and their thinking; when we look we have only our own point of view, we can only imagine other people’s perspectives. It is easy to slip into considering one’s image to be that of the universal observer, whereas, with hearing, there are many voices clamouring for attention. And the world of sound is reciprocal: we hear something and can repeat it back in the way we could never reflect an image. If we want to communicate what we have seen we normally resort to speech; if we want to learn about the world beyond our field of vision we have to listen to what others are saying. This takes humility, unlike the arrogance of the gaze.
Situated knowledges
A shift of metaphor for the activity of science from visioning to listening would bring many benefits. Overturning the traditional view of objectivity that we know the world because we are separated from it, such a shift would emphasise that “everything we know about the world we know because we interact with it” (Hayles,1995:48) – or it with us! And Hayles continues, “We interact with the world not from a disembodied, generalized framework but from positions marked by the particularlities of our circumstances as embodied [and, one might add, cultural] human creatures.” The particular form of our embodiment would then matter as it determines our experience of interaction with the world (ibid.). With all these so-called ‘situated knowledges’ embodied all round the world it may come to seem that there is no single truth. But, reverting to a visual image for a moment, that of the philosopher Mary Midgely’s aquarium, observers all round a large murky tank will give different reports of what they can see through their window, a fin here, a shell there, perhaps mud everywhere. If these observers listen to each other they will be able to construct a more general knowledge of the one aquarium. Likewise, scientists, if they are to improve on their objectivity, must listen to the reports of those looking through very different cultural windows. And the knowledge of local peoples may not be so very much worse than ours; it has sustained their survival over far longer periods than the four centuries of modern European culture. Their knowledge of natural history may be substantial but it is embedded in a different world view to that of a Western scientist (Richards, 1993). It must not be presumed that if a Scottish ichthyologist came and looked through a local’s window the scientist would see what science always sees, the local person being just an incompetent observer. This is, of course, logically impossible, the local’s window includes the outlook of their culture and excludes the outlook of a scientific culture. If we can’t look through each other’s window, we shall have to resort to listening to each other’s account. Neither is the scientist’s knowledge truly universalisable, not even Newtonian physics. Strictly, science is predictive only under localised conditions: “Experimental results are reproducible because the precise conditions of their production – at least in craft terms…– are reproduced” (Bird, 1987:259). So Bird goes on to argue that the Green Revolution was only successful where the controlled field conditions were successfully reproduced. It is not true that the new scientific crop breeds were universally superior, local knowledge could know better. That is not to say that local knowledge could not be improved by learning from science, but it is to assert that science can be improved by learning from local knowledge. Fortunately this is now widely accepted, but the actual practice takes moral effort. Many of the authors in this special issue report on aspects of local knowledge, northern and southern, as a contribution to this process: Maddock and Samways from Africa, Rozzi from South America, de Jong and Kwa, Sheail, Cooper, Harrison and Burgess, and Soran from various European countries. And different disciplines bring valuable insights too, as Tallacchini shows in this issue.
Personalism and nature
This challenge to listen to other people is being grasped, a greater one awaits. How is ecology to listen to nature itself? This may seem a nonsense to a science that has abandoned organicism for various forms of mechanism. How can nature be likened not to just an organism but to a person? (Though perhaps the emphasis of the challenge should lie on the persons in nature, among whom humans are just one category.) This is the philosophy of personalism (e.g. Kohák, 1984) and is quite shocking to the common Western axiom that personhood is just not open to non-humans. Anthropologists have learned that for hunter-gathers personhood is open equally to humans, non-human animals, even non-animal kinds (Ingold, 1996:131, Viveiros de Castro, 1998). Personalism, laying aside the mechanistic philosophy and its associated mentalism, learns from hunter-gathering peoples: “The contrast is… between two ways of apprehending [the world], only one of which (the Western) may be characterized as the construction of a view, that is, as a process of mental representation. As for the other, apprehending the world is not a matter of construction but of engagement, not of building but of dwelling, not of making a view of the world but of taking a view in it” (Ingold, 1996:121). Without becoming primitives, is there some truth for us to learn here?
First, personalism lays aside language for other channels of communication and reasoning, channels that are shared with other animals. This opens up the possibility of a direct contact unmediated by language, which seems so effective in isolating us from whatever is real, trapping us in a window-less room of non-reference rather than throwing windows wide open. Even a non-realist like Richard Rorty can be read as accepting a real world out there with which we are in immediate contact, it is just that this gives no aid or comfort to representational realism. For Rorty language is not a medium between us and the world, but that by which the world is experienced, it is how we deal and cope with our direct contact with the world we live in (Knight, 1999:47, referring to Rorty, 1991). If this much can be acceded for language, how much more for our other methods of dealing with the world that have a much longer evolutionary pedigree. Living our lives in this carnal way is “to return to that world that precedes knowledge”, to things themselves (Merleau-Ponty, 1962:ix). Our emotions, for instance, are changed by all sorts of happenings, inside and out: body language, scents, noises, digestion, sleep. These experiences are often difficult to put into words (though words also shape our emotions as when we may be told to expect certain feelings in specified situations). An ornithologist may experience a sense of unease until she realises that the song birds’ anxious behaviour at the presence of a raptor has communicated their alarm to her. Another way of interacting with the world is through activity. We know kinetically how to walk or how to drive a car. This is the sort of practical knowing that Heidegger spoke of when things are ‘ready to hand’ (1962:98), when our familiarity with tools is so great that we use them without reflection, transparently. Even people ignorant of botany, thinking all grass is the same, somehow know that grassland is neglected if it is dominated by certain grasses (e.g. false oat-grass, Arrhenatherum elatius (L.) P.Beauv. ex J. & C. Presl, in Britain); students of the National Vegetation Classification (Rodwell, 1992) will be aware that the community MG1 (Arrhenatheretum elatioris Br.-Bl. 1919) occurs where there is intermittent cutting and no grazing, i.e. on abandoned land.
Secondly, it lays aside a claim to objectivity. This personal, subjective knowledge is akin to the knowledge of a friend when we say, “I know Jill,” rather than when we just know about her. As Toulmin puts it (1982:242), we know about objects but we know agents. The first is the knowledge of the spectator, the second the reciprocal knowledge of a participant. Since Heisenberg physicists have known that they were participants, their knowledge depending on how they interacted with nature. With ecology it is even more obvious that the human is not a spectator, not even just an experimenter, but an integral participant in the whole web of the world. Classical physics had the ethical convenience of believing the scientist could investigate the world without fundamentally altering it. It also fostered the belief that one could act upon the world without oneself being acted upon, decoupling observer and observed. “If the scientist merely has to observe nature, so that it is no part of his responsibility to interact reciprocally with nature, his ethical position is considerably simplified,” he can make a fact/value dichotomy (ibid.:246). And once the world out there is all fact and no value it has become available to human purposes, whatever they might be; it is now a resource. But ecology necessarily raises the moral issues of relationships as it begins to interrogate nature – or abjure interrogation for a more kindly questioning. This is why it is the “subversive science” (Sears,1964). With mutual interaction, if we are both fact and value, so is the all the rest and it can speak back to us. Evernden (1985:15 ff.) shockingly speaks of much of biology being vivisection, severing the vocal cords of the living world. Inwardly the biologist severs the cords (would ‘ear ossicles’ be better?) in his own consciousness, outwardly the larynx of the biosphere is cut to turn it into a material object. Strong stuff. Again, Hayles (1995:58) claims that sacrificing an animal in the interests of increasing human knowledge has actually depleted the sum total of knowledge in the world for the animal’s own embodied knowledge in all its richness and life-giving power has been lost. There is a case for such sacrifice, just as there is a case for killing animals for human food, but the ancients were right in honouring that sacrifice with ritual. Our modern thoughtless plucking of the tree of knowledge brings an alienation from the world of nature, and from that flows our environmental woes. No wonder Eder (1996:vii), as a result of his study of our relationship with nature through food, joins the chorus calling for a more communicative rationality that will re-enchant this relationship. In our active relationship with nature, what has to be addressed is as much an interior task as exterior, “What is it to be a human being?” (Goodall and Reader, 1992:36). That is no easy question, because there is no natural mode of being human in the world apart from the attempt of all humans (however half-hearted) to live rightly, to play our part in the scheme of things graciously. This is to return to an Aristotelian approach (MacIntyre, 1981). Virtue ethics focuses the moral concern on the fitness of the actor, as opposed to on the act or its results. The movement of this essay could be described as beginning with a rejection of consequentialist ethics, so suited in its utilitarian form to splitting scientific research from technological application, through reflections on the act of speaking with all its ambivalence, to a concluding appeal for virtue.
The empathy of a naturalist
The metaphor of relationship thirdly suggests learning through listening. This prompts the question, “How can I become a fit person to hear when I listen?”, a question of virtue. Those who have trained in counselling will know this is not straightforward. It is easy to project our fears, and nature is especially prone to attract these (Figlio, 1996). We have to lay aside our own questions and our desire to put the other party straight, just letting them disclose themselves in their own time. We have to retain our integrity and our affection for the other (and surely most ecologists have been drawn to the discipline through a love of nature). We have to learn empathy, that common experience of being that allows the other party to ring bells within us, but empathy is also our crossing over into their life to journey with them. Some before us accepted that the way to know nature was by such empathy, and that this was only possible if subject and object, us and them, share the same nature. Goethe’s understanding of science was similar(Brooke, 1998), that the inner nature of human and the outer nature of the world corresponded and that real knowledge was gained from within, based on sympathy. We could also refer to famous twentieth century prophets such as A.N.Whitehead and M. Polanyi. 
Does this seem off the planet to ecologists? Peters begins to share this analysis, “To a scientist understanding implies prediction, whereas the understanding of a naturalist is empathy with nature”, but reaches the opposing conclusion: “We must concentrate on prediction alone if we wish to reap the benefits of science. We thus quantify and generalize, we depersonalize the world in order to dominate it. The price is worth paying” (1980:194). Presumably he assumes the world is personal if he advocates depersonalizing it. But supposing the world is personal, what would be the better way to predict its behaviour, using quantifying and generalising, or coming to empathise with its character? Is it surprising that quantified ecology has had little success so far in making predictions (compare Haila’s review (1997) of Peters’ later book (1991)) and that good naturalists can provide better guides to nature (Marshall, 1996, gives examples of ‘naturalist’s intuition’ making good predictions in conservation biology (he was one of over 60 respondents to an editorial by Reed Noss (1996) lamenting the death of naturalists))? And is domination the best way to save nature when by frequent analysis its problems have arisen from human domination? Peters acknowledges the force of this question in his defensive comment that it is a price worth paying.
In contrast, the American guru of environmentalists, Aldo Leopold, advocated “thinking like a mountain” (the title of a 1944 typescript). And we probably all know scientists who make their discoveries by thinking like a tropical tree, or a mite, or whatever, and through that intuitive knowledge go on to establish their discovery to public satisfaction. Leopold stands in a long tradition of naturalists and writers who espoused an empathetic approach to nature. Worster (1994a:3) singles out Gilbert White, the parson naturalist of Selborne (and so something of a personal model to the author of this paper), as an initiator of this tradition. There is certainly something of the transcendent in White’s book, “The Natural History of Selborne” first published in 1788. He also aimed at listening, “The language of birds is very ancient, and, like other ancient modes of speech, very elliptical: little is said, but much is meant and understood” (DB XLIII). It was understood that White’s knowledge was possible because of his virtue: for instance, John Constable wrote in 1821, “The mind and feeling which produced the ‘Selborne’ is such an one as I have always envied… it only shows what a real love for nature will do – Surely the serene and blameless life of Mr White must have fitted him for such a clear & intimate view of nature” (Quoted in Askew, 1992:10). The supreme modern example must be primatology where the personal knowledge of the likes of Jane Goodall (1986, 1990) and Dian Fossey (1983) have advanced our understanding enormously. It might be argued that Goodall’s initial assessment of the chimps’ altruism was affected by projection following her bereavement (though the projection could as easily have been of evil as of good), but over thirty years of study enabled a wider experience of chimp behaviour, including the malign, to impress itself on her and her team. Her greatest discovery was that there are persons out there who will respond to us if we respect them, listen to them. “Jane Goodall’s work has already passed into the legends of our culture, but a false stereotype about the nature of science has often prevented its proper recognition as one of the great achievements of twentieth-century scholarship” (Gould, 1988).
It is not surprising that an author like Gould, who propounds an understanding of nature that is dominated by history and contingency (e.g. 1989), should applaud Goodall’s natural history. Gould’s interpretation of the fossil record is highly contentious, (e.g. Conway Morris, 1998), but there is a uniqueness about the history of life that is inescapable. To the question, “Is evolution science?”, the answer is, “Yes, so long as science is knowledge of the natural world rather than a prescriptive mechanism to attain the same.” Much to the frustration of ecologists like Peters, ecology is dogged – or blessed – by history in nature, e.g. population series, founder effects, community assembly patters, fire regimes, climate change, and evolution itself. Goodall’s study of chimpanzees is almost easy by comparison to the study of invertebrates, populations, or ecosystems; empathy is easier with our closest relative than with beings and processes of very different scales and degrees of consciousness. The turn to mathematics and the generalisable is useful in these circumstances, as it was in physics. As in human sociology, when one is dealing with an individual, personal knowledge may be the best form of prediction, but when dealing with a collection of individuals their behaviour en masse may seem stochastic and statistics may provide a way forwards. Not that these are completely without an ability to speak. Even so, the best golfers and snooker players do not rely on Newton’s calculations when they play, though they may be informed by a knowledge of Newton’s laws of motion. The reason is that neither ball nor table is an ideal Newtonian surface and sphere, and further, the players are active participants with refractory and exalted capacities integral to the outcome. Human society’s engagement with the natural world is orders of magnitude more complex. One of the most significant of these complexities is the importance of ethics in that engagement. If scientists can no longer consider themselves spectators but are participants, learning to listen well to the other agents that relate to us will be one moral dimension “of the actions that comprise even the very doing of science.”
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